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In this lesson, students work with a variety of visual representations of how sound travels, and students learn that
everything sound travels through is made of particles that are too small to see. The lesson begins with an exploration of
the Sound Waves Simulation during which students observe sound traveling through a material. Students then return
to the book Sound on the Move to examine a diagram showing a zoomed-in view of how particles are arranged in
different materials. Then students revisit the Sound Diagrams they made in Lesson 1.5 to add the particles that make
up the water. The purpose of this lesson is to introduce students to the idea that everything is made of particles that are
too small to see—a concept that builds students’ foundational understanding of what moves as sound travels.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: Dolphins in Blue Bay National Park communicate with one another underwater.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Sound travels through different materials.
EEvvereryydaday Phenomenon:y Phenomenon: Musical instruments make sound.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• Materials are made of particles that are too small to see.

• Sounds can travel through different kinds of materials.

• Diagrams in science texts convey important information about how things work.
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Students observe the movement of particles in the Sound Waves Sim.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reflect on the preflect on the preevious levious lesssson.on. Remind students that in the previous lesson, they investigated the path that sound
energy traveled from the source to the listener. Ask students to share with the class what they heard sound traveling
through during the investigation in the previous lesson. [We heard the sound of the teacher’s clap through the air. We
heard the sound of tapping through wood.]

2. R2. Reevisit the Invisit the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Let students know that today they will work with the Sound Waves Sim to continue
investigating the question What can sound travel through?

33. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for inor invveesstigtigating hoating how sw sound tround traavvels in the Sels in the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim. Explain that the Sound Waves Sim is a
helpful tool that allows marine scientists who are studying sound to observe things they cannot see. Explain that each
student will work with a partner to observe what happens as sound from different instruments travels through a
material.

44. P. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim and demonss Sim and demonstrtratate obe obssererving a sving a sound.ound. Go to the Student Apps
Page and select the Waves, Energy, and Information unit. Remind students how to select the Sound Waves Sim, which
will open in the Instruments mode. Demonstrate the following steps:

1
SIM

Observing Sound Traveling
in the Sim

2 3 4

Observing Sound Traveling in
the Sim

20
MIN

By understanding what sound energy can travel through and how that happens, we can begin to figure out the
answer to our Chapter 2 Question: How does sound energy travel through water from a mother dolphin to her
calf?

• Press VIEW ALL SOUNDS and select an instrument.

• Let students know that the Waveform toggle should be turned off.

• Press Play and have students use their eyes and ears to observe what happens for a few moments.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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55. Dis. Discuscuss the ws the worordd vibrvibratatee.. Explain that to vibrate means to move back and forth quickly. Emphasize that students
should look for vibration in the Sim—demonstrate what this means, as needed. Post the vibrate card on the classroom
wall.

66. Sho. Show sw studenttudents whers where thee they will ry will rececorord their obd their obsserervvationsations.. Have students turn to page 27, Observing Sound Traveling in
the Sim, in their notebooks and explain that this is where they will record their observations.

77. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicvicees and prs and prompt pompt partnerartners ts to co continue inontinue invveesstigtigating in the Sim.ating in the Sim. Distribute one digital device to
each pair of students and have them go to the Sound Waves Simulation. Remind students to record observations of
what they see and hear in their notebooks while their partners “drive” the Sim. Let students know that each partner will
get a chance to “drive” the Sim while the other observes. If needed, review guidelines and expectations for the use of
digital devices and for working in pairs.

88. A. Aftfter a fer a feew minutw minuteess, pr, prompt pompt partnerartners ts to so switwitch rch roleoless.. Have students select a new instrument and record their
observations for that instrument.

99. R. Regegain sain studenttudents’ atts’ attention and rention and reflect on the activiteflect on the activityy..

1100. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned off.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
What is one thing you learned from reading the book Sound on the Move? This prompt (on page 26 in the Investigation
Notebook) asks students to reflect on the book that they read in the previous lesson. Students will revisit Sound on the
Move a number of times in this chapter for the purpose of reviewing and rereading information about how sound travels
to support their firsthand investigations and to examine the visual representations in the text more closely. This prompt
allows students to share one thing they learned from reading; you may wish to provide students a copy of the book to
refer to as they respond to this Daily Written Reflection.

• Ask pairs to discuss what they observed as they heard the sound and as the sound ended. Call on a pair to share
observations with the class.

• Ask students what material sound usually travels through when an instrument is being played. [Air.]

In the Sim, the material through which sound is traveling is air.

• Ask students to describe in detail what they observed as the sound energy from the instrument traveled through
the air. [Dots moving around. The dots line up as the sound travels across the screen.] Encourage students to
describe the dots as “vibrating.”

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.2
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Possible Responses

SSound Wound Waavvees Simulation: Inss Simulation: Instrumenttruments modes mode

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
By the end of this activity, students should notice that sound from different instruments moves through “dots” that
students will soon learn represent moving particles of air. Students will also notice that the dots line up as the sound
travels through the material.

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
ObObssererving Sving Sound Tound Trraavveling in the Simeling in the Sim (page 27)

EExxample:ample: viola
The right side of the screen vibrates back and forth, so the orange dots move back and forth. They bunch up and form
lines that travel to the left. The sound is a low sound.

EExxample:ample: flute
The right side of the screen vibrates back and forth more quickly. The lines that form are closer together. The sound
starts low and then goes up a bit at the end.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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Students revisit Sound on the Move to study a diagram of particles. They then
visualize the particles that make up the materials around them.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror rerereeading.ading. Hold up a copy of Sound on the Move and remind students that they read the first half of
the book in the previous lesson. Let them know that today they will use a diagram from the book to help them
understand what they observed in the Sim.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Sound on the Move to each pair of students. Have students turn to page 8.
Let students know that you’d like them to pay close attention to the diagrams—the visual representations—in order to
better understand what sound energy travels through.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents rs rerereead the tad the teext on pxt on pagage 8 and ee 8 and exxamine the diagramine the diagram on pam on pagage 9e 9.. They should discuss what they notice
with their partners.

44. Dis. Discuscuss ps particlearticless..

55. P. Poosst thet the pparticlearticle ccarard on the clasd on the classrsroom woom wall.all.

1

2
READING

Visualizing Particles

3 4

Visualizing Particles
20

MIN

The diagrams in science texts provide important information about how things work—in this case, how sound
travels through materials. As you read, observe the diagram carefully and visualize the movement taking place.

On page 8, the text says that everything is made of particles—the air around us, water, and solids (such as the
ground). Materials are made of particles that are too small to see.

Scientists define particle as a tiny piece of material that is too small to see. The diagram on page 9 of Sound on
the Move shows the particles that make up air, water, and the ground.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides
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66. P. Prroject and disoject and discuscuss ps pagage 9 oe 9 off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee.. Ask students to share what they observed about the diagram.
Encourage students to come up to the front of the classroom and point to the projection as they talk to help explain
their ideas.

77. Int. Interprerpret the diagret the diagram.am. Ask the following questions to help students make sense of this visual representation.

88. C. Connect tonnect to the So the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim.

99. Intr. Introducoduce pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggless.. Ask students to turn to a partner and discuss whether it is easy or difficult to
observe particles and why they think that. Call on a few students to share their ideas.

What kinds of materials are shown in this diagram?
[Air, water, and ground.]

What do the blue circles represent?
[Particles, little pieces of material, what the material is made of.]

What do you think the arrows mean?
[They show how the particles can move around.]

Why does the visual representation for air look different from the visual representations for water and ground?
[They are different materials.]

What does this diagram tell us about materials such as ground, water, and air?
[That they are all made of tiny particles.]

Think about what you observed in the Sim. What does what you now know about particles tell you about what
you observed?
[The dots represent the particles of air moving around.]

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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1100. E. Explain the cxplain the conconcept oept of pf particle vision.article vision. Explain that particle-vision goggles are not real things, but students will
imagine they have goggles that allow them to visualize things as being billions of times larger than they really are.
Pantomime putting on your own particle-vision goggles and ask students to do the same.

11. L11. Look arook around the clasound the classrsroom with yoom with your pour particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggles on and des on and desscribe what ycribe what you sou seeee.. Describe what you are
visualizing, saying something like the following:

12. Ha12. Havve se studenttudents uss use pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggles ts to visualizo visualize pe particlearticless..

1133. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst kt keey cy conconceptept..

If needed, follow up by asking students what those materials are made of. [All materials are made of particles.] Read
aloud the key concept as you post it on the classroom wall.

1144. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee..

Since we can’t see particles, we will use particle-vision goggles to visualize them.

I see air in the classroom. I see tiny particles spaced out and moving around—just like in the diagram in Sound on
the Move.

I see that the wood door is made of particles, and the water in the fish tank is made of particles, too.

• Let students know that they should first look around the room to “see” the particles that make up the materials
around them. Then, make a sound (for example, clap your hands or speak) and ask students to use their goggles
to visualize the sound energy traveling from the source to the listener through the particles that make up air.

• Encourage students to listen for sounds coming from outside the classroom—perhaps from the hallway or
outdoors. If students hear anything, have them visualize what materials the sound is traveling through. For
example, energy from a sound in the hallway might travel through the air in the hallway and then through the
solid door of the classroom.

• Have students “remove” their particle-vision goggles.

• Have a few volunteers describe what they visualized.

Based on what we read in Sound on the Move and what we observed in the Sound Waves Sim today, what can we
say about all materials, including water, air, and solids?

Materials are made of particles that are too small to see.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: About Pe: About Particle Rarticle Reprepreessententationsations
The nature of particulate matter is intentionally simplified in this unit. Because molecules, atoms, and matter are an
integral part of the NGSS standards for upper grades, we do not use these terms in this unit. Using particles as a
general term provides a way for students to start thinking about the building blocks of physical matter. Being able to
“see” matter in this way is useful for understanding how sound travels, but a detailed understanding of the particulate
nature of matter—a central idea in physical science—is not necessary at this grade level.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Inte: Interprerpreting Veting Visual Risual Reprepreessententationsations
Spend more time discussing the diagram on page 9 of Sound on the Move if you think your students need more time to
understand it. You can also provide another example for the class to work through by rereading pages 10–11 and
examining the diagram of particles that make up air on page 11. Point out how the arrows in the diagram on page 11 refer
to movement of the particles and focus students’ attention on the amount of space between the particles. You can also
point out the following sentence on page 8: “We can’t see particles, but we can visualize them. The diagram on the next
page can help.” This can help students understand that the purpose of diagrams in informational text is to help the
reader understand the ideas described in the text.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Whe: Why Ry Rerereead?ad?
Science texts can be complex, and students will benefit from multiple readings and more time spent with the text.
Sound on the Move contains a great deal of information as well as number of different kinds of diagrams that support
the ideas described in the text. Students return to this book throughout this chapter in order to support their firsthand
investigations with information from the text. Encourage students to see the book as a resource that provides evidence
about how sound travels.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Pals: Particle-Varticle-Vision Goggleision Goggless
One of the important sensemaking strategies students practice in this unit is visualization. To help students makes
sense of the Sim and the book, they will imagine that through the use of particle-vision goggles, they can zoom in to see
the particulate nature of materials and how sounds travel through materials. This is a concrete way to help students
think about something that is quite abstract and difficult to visualize. Students will continue to visualize particle motion
through particle-vision goggles as the unit progresses.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2

Waves, Energy, and Information
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27

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Waves, Energy, and Information —Lesson 2.2

Observing Sound Traveling in the Sim

1. Select an instrument in the Sound Waves Simulation.

2. Press Play and observe what happens using your eyes and ears.

3. Record observations of what you see and hear.

4. Repeat Steps 1–3 with a different instrument.

Instrument: ________________________________

Observations

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Instrument: ________________________________

Observations

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved. Permission granted to photocopy for classroom use.



Students observe the movement of particles in the Sound Waves Sim.

Instructional Guide
1. R1. Reflect on the preflect on the preevious levious lesssson.on. Remind students that in the previous lesson, they investigated the path that sound
energy traveled from the source to the listener. Ask students to share with the class what they heard sound traveling
through during the investigation in the previous lesson. [We heard the sound of the teacher’s clap through the air. We
heard the sound of tapping through wood.]

2. R2. Reevisit the Invisit the Invveesstigtigation Qation Queuesstion.tion. Let students know that today they will work with the Sound Waves Sim to continue
investigating the question What can sound travel through?

33. S. Set purpoet purposse fe for inor invveesstigtigating hoating how sw sound tround traavvels in the Sels in the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim. Explain that the Sound Waves Sim is a
helpful tool that allows marine scientists who are studying sound to observe things they cannot see. Explain that each
student will work with a partner to observe what happens as sound from different instruments travels through a
material.

44. P. Prroject the Insoject the Instrumenttruments mode os mode of the Sf the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim and demonss Sim and demonstrtratate obe obssererving a sving a sound.ound. Go to the Student Apps
Page and select the Waves, Energy, and Information unit. Remind students how to select the Sound Waves Sim, which
will open in the Instruments mode. Demonstrate the following steps:

1
SIM

Observing Sound Traveling
in the Sim

2 3 4

Observing Sound Traveling in
the Sim

20
MIN

Al entender a través de qué puede viajar la energía sonora y cómo sucede eso, podemos empezar a averiguar la
respuesta a nuestra Pregunta del capítulo 2: ¿Cómo viaja la energía sonora a través del agua desde una madre
delfín hasta su cría?

• Press VIEW ALL SOUNDS and select an instrument.

• Let students know that the Waveform toggle should be turned off.

• Press Play and have students use their eyes and ears to observe what happens for a few moments.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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55. Dis. Discuscuss the ws the worordd vibrvibratatee.. Explain that to vibrate means to move back and forth quickly. Emphasize that students
should look for vibration in the Sim—demonstrate what this means, as needed. Post the vibrate card on the classroom
wall.

66. Sho. Show sw studenttudents whers where thee they will ry will rececorord their obd their obsserervvationsations.. Have students turn to page 27, Observing Sound Traveling in
the Sim, in their notebooks and explain that this is where they will record their observations.

77. Dis. Distributtribute digite digital deal devicvicees and prs and prompt pompt partnerartners ts to co continue inontinue invveesstigtigating in the Sim.ating in the Sim. Distribute one digital device to
each pair of students and have them go to the Sound Waves Simulation. Remind students to record observations of
what they see and hear in their notebooks while their partners “drive” the Sim. Let students know that each partner will
get a chance to “drive” the Sim while the other observes. If needed, review guidelines and expectations for the use of
digital devices and for working in pairs.

88. A. Aftfter a fer a feew minutw minuteess, pr, prompt pompt partnerartners ts to so switwitch rch roleoless.. Have students select a new instrument and record their
observations for that instrument.

99. R. Regegain sain studenttudents’ atts’ attention and rention and reflect on the activiteflect on the activityy..

1100. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Ask students to make sure that their digital devices are turned off.

Teacher Support
Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Te: Todaodayy’’s Ds Daily Waily Writtritten Ren Reflectioneflection
What is one thing you learned from reading the book Sound on the Move? This prompt (on page 26 in the Investigation
Notebook) asks students to reflect on the book that they read in the previous lesson. Students will revisit Sound on the
Move a number of times in this chapter for the purpose of reviewing and rereading information about how sound travels
to support their firsthand investigations and to examine the visual representations in the text more closely. This prompt
allows students to share one thing they learned from reading; you may wish to provide students a copy of the book to
refer to as they respond to this Daily Written Reflection.

• Ask pairs to discuss what they observed as they heard the sound and as the sound ended. Call on a pair to share
observations with the class.

• Ask students what material sound usually travels through when an instrument is being played. [Air.]

En la Simulación, el material a través del cual viaja el sonido es el aire.

• Ask students to describe in detail what they observed as the sound energy from the instrument traveled through
the air. [Dots moving around. The dots line up as the sound travels across the screen.] Encourage students to
describe the dots as “vibrating.”

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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Possible Responses

SSound Wound Waavvees Simulation: Inss Simulation: Instrumenttruments modes mode

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
By the end of this activity, students should notice that sound from different instruments moves through “dots” that
students will soon learn represent moving particles of air. Students will also notice that the dots line up as the sound
travels through the material.

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
ObObssererving Sving Sound Tound Trraavveling in the Simeling in the Sim (page 27)

EExxample:ample: viola
The right side of the screen vibrates back and forth, so the orange dots move back and forth. They bunch up and form
lines that travel to the left. The sound is a low sound.

EExxample:ample: flute
The right side of the screen vibrates back and forth more quickly. The lines that form are closer together. The sound
starts low and then goes up a bit at the end.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 1
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Students revisit Sound on the Move to study a diagram of particles. They then
visualize the particles that make up the materials around them.

Instructional Guide
1. S1. Set a purpoet a purposse fe for ror rerereeading.ading. Hold up a copy of Sound on the Move and remind students that they read the first half of
the book in the previous lesson. Let them know that today they will use a diagram from the book to help them
understand what they observed in the Sim.

2. Dis2. Distributtribute booke bookss.. Distribute one copy of Sound on the Move to each pair of students. Have students turn to page 8.
Let students know that you’d like them to pay close attention to the diagrams—the visual representations—in order to
better understand what sound energy travels through.

33. Ha. Havve se studenttudents rs rerereead the tad the teext on pxt on pagage 8 and ee 8 and exxamine the diagramine the diagram on pam on pagage 9e 9.. They should discuss what they notice
with their partners.

44. Dis. Discuscuss ps particlearticless..

55. P. Poosst thet the pparticlearticle ccarard on the clasd on the classrsroom woom wall.all.

1

2
READING

Visualizing Particles

3 4

Visualizing Particles
20

MIN

Los diagramas en los textos científicos proporcionan información importante sobre cómo funcionan las cosas,
en este caso, cómo el sonido viaja a través de los materiales. Mientras leen, observen el diagrama con atención y
visualicen el movimiento sucediendo.

En la página 8, el texto dice que todo está hecho de partículas, inclusive el aire a nuestro alrededor, el agua y los
sólidos (como el suelo). Los materiales están hechos de partículas que son demasiado pequeñas para verlas.

Los científicos definen partícula como un pedazo diminuto de material que es demasiado pequeño para verlo. El
diagrama en la página 9 de Sonido en movimiento muestra las partículas que constituyen el aire, el agua y el
suelo.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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66. P. Prroject and disoject and discuscuss ps pagage 9 oe 9 off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee.. Ask students to share what they observed about the diagram.
Encourage students to come up to the front of the classroom and point to the projection as they talk to help explain
their ideas.

77. Int. Interprerpret the diagret the diagram.am. Ask the following questions to help students make sense of this visual representation.

88. C. Connect tonnect to the So the Sound Wound Waavvees Sim.s Sim.

¿Qué tipos de materiales aparecen en este diagrama?
[El aire, el agua y el suelo].

¿Qué representan los círculos azules?
[Partículas, pedacitos de material, de lo que está hecho el material].

¿Qué piensan que significan las flechas?
[Muestran cómo se pueden mover las partículas].

¿Por qué la representación visual para el aire se ve diferente a las representaciones visuales para el agua y el
suelo?
[Son materiales diferentes].

¿Qué nos dice este diagrama sobre los materiales como el suelo, el agua y el aire?
[Que todos ellos están hechos de partículas diminutas].

Piensen en lo que observaron en la Simulación. ¿Qué les dice lo que saben ahora sobre las partículas acerca de lo
que observaron?
[Los puntos representan las partículas de aire moviéndose de un lugar a otro].

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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99. Intr. Introducoduce pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggless.. Ask students to turn to a partner and discuss whether it is easy or difficult to
observe particles and why they think that. Call on a few students to share their ideas.

1100. E. Explain the cxplain the conconcept oept of pf particle vision.article vision. Explain that particle-vision goggles are not real things, but students will
imagine they have goggles that allow them to visualize things as being billions of times larger than they really are.
Pantomime putting on your own particle-vision goggles and ask students to do the same.

11. L11. Look arook around the clasound the classrsroom with yoom with your pour particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggles on and des on and desscribe what ycribe what you sou seeee.. Describe what you are
visualizing, saying something like the following:

12. Ha12. Havve se studenttudents uss use pe particle-vision garticle-vision goggleoggles ts to visualizo visualize pe particlearticless..

1133. Intr. Introducoduce and poe and posst kt keey cy conconceptept..

If needed, follow up by asking students what those materials are made of. [All materials are made of particles.] Read
aloud the key concept as you post it on the classroom wall.

1144. C. Collect all collect all copieopies os off SSound on the Moound on the Movvee..

Como no podemos ver las partículas, usaremos gafas con visión de partículas para visualizarlas.

Veo aire en el salón de clases. Veo partículas diminutas espaciadas y moviéndose de un lugar a otro, igual que en
el diagrama en Sonido en movimiento.

Veo que la puerta de madera está hecha de partículas, y que el agua en la pecera también está hecha de
partículas.

• Let students know that they should first look around the room to “see” the particles that make up the materials
around them. Then, make a sound (for example, clap your hands or speak) and ask students to use their goggles
to visualize the sound energy traveling from the source to the listener through the particles that make up air.

• Encourage students to listen for sounds coming from outside the classroom—perhaps from the hallway or
outdoors. If students hear anything, have them visualize what materials the sound is traveling through. For
example, energy from a sound in the hallway might travel through the air in the hallway and then through the
solid door of the classroom.

• Have students “remove” their particle-vision goggles.

• Have a few volunteers describe what they visualized.

Basándonos en lo que leímos en Sonido en movimiento y en lo que observamos en la Simulación Ondas de
sonido hoy, ¿qué podemos decir sobre todos los materiales, inclusive el agua, el aire y los sólidos?

Los materiales están hechos de partículas que son demasiado pequeñas para verlas.

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2
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Teacher Support
Rationale

SScienccience Note Note: About Pe: About Particle Rarticle Reprepreessententationsations
The nature of particulate matter is intentionally simplified in this unit. Because molecules, atoms, and matter are an
integral part of the NGSS standards for upper grades, we do not use these terms in this unit. Using particles as a
general term provides a way for students to start thinking about the building blocks of physical matter. Being able to
“see” matter in this way is useful for understanding how sound travels, but a detailed understanding of the particulate
nature of matter—a central idea in physical science—is not necessary at this grade level.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Ee Experiencxperience: Inte: Interprerpreting Veting Visual Risual Reprepreessententationsations
Spend more time discussing the diagram on page 9 of Sound on the Move if you think your students need more time to
understand it. You can also provide another example for the class to work through by rereading pages 10–11 and
examining the diagram of particles that make up air on page 11. Point out how the arrows in the diagram on page 11 refer
to movement of the particles and focus students’ attention on the amount of space between the particles. You can also
point out the following sentence on page 8: “We can’t see particles, but we can visualize them. The diagram on the next
page can help.” This can help students understand that the purpose of diagrams in informational text is to help the
reader understand the ideas described in the text.

Rationale

LitLitereracacy Noty Note: Whe: Why Ry Rerereead?ad?
Science texts can be complex, and students will benefit from multiple readings and more time spent with the text.
Sound on the Move contains a great deal of information as well as number of different kinds of diagrams that support
the ideas described in the text. Students return to this book throughout this chapter in order to support their firsthand
investigations with information from the text. Encourage students to see the book as a resource that provides evidence
about how sound travels.

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Pals: Particle-Varticle-Vision Goggleision Goggless
One of the important sensemaking strategies students practice in this unit is visualization. To help students makes
sense of the Sim and the book, they will imagine that through the use of particle-vision goggles, they can zoom in to see
the particulate nature of materials and how sounds travel through materials. This is a concrete way to help students
think about something that is quite abstract and difficult to visualize. Students will continue to visualize particle motion
through particle-vision goggles as the unit progresses.

Lesson 2.2
Activity 2

Waves, Energy, and Information
Lesson Guides

© The Regents of the University of California
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________

Ondas, energía e información—Lección 2.2

Observar el sonido que está viajando en la simulación

1. Selecciona un instrumento en la simulación Ondas de sonido.

2. Oprime “Play” y observa lo que sucede usando tus ojos y oídos.

3. Apunta observaciones de lo que ves y oyes.

4. Repite los pasos 1 a 3 con un instrumento diferente.

Instrumento: ________________________________

Observaciones

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Instrumento: ________________________________

Observaciones

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

© 2018 The Regents of the University of California. All rights reserved.
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